Radiation-Responsive Esculin-Derived Molecular Gels as Signal Enhancers for Optical Imaging.
Recent interest in detecting visible photons that emanate from interactions of ionizing radiation (IR) with matter has spurred the development of multifunctional materials that amplify the optical signal from radiotracers. Tailored stimuli-responsive systems may be paired with diagnostic radionuclides to improve surgical guidance and aid in detecting therapeutic radionuclides otherwise difficult to image with conventional nuclear medicine approaches. Because light emanating from these interactions is typically low in intensity and blue-weighted (i.e., greatly scattered and absorbed in vivo), it is imperative to increase or shift the photon flux for improved detection. To address this challenge, a gel that is both scintillating and fluorescent is used to enhance the optical photon output in image mapping for cancer imaging. Tailoring biobased materials to synthesize thixotropic thermoreversible hydrogels (a minimum gelation concentration of 0.12 wt %) offers image-aiding systems which are not only functional but also potentially economical, safe, and environmentally friendly. These robust gels (0.66 wt %, ∼900 Pa) respond predictably to different types of IRs including β- and γ-emitters, resulting in a doubling of the detectable photon flux from these emitters. The synthesis and formulation of such a gel are explored with a focus on its physicochemical and mechanical properties, before being utilized to enhance the visible photon flux from a panel of radionuclides as detected. The possibility of developing a topical cream of this gel makes this system an attractive potential alternative to current techniques, and the multifunctionality of the gelator may serve to inspire future next-generation materials.